
  

Origin of Electricity Supply 
 

  

This Energy Label demonstrates that 

20 FENCHURCH STREET LIMITED PARTNERSHIP 

 purchased certified 100% renewable electricity from 

SmartestEnergy for 2 sites for the period: 

01 Apr 2016 to 31 Mar 2017 

 

 

Total electricity supplied: 19,777MWh| Total scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Total radioactive waste: 0kg 

Renewable Standard fuel mix: 

 

Scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Radioactive waste: 0kg 

This label has been provided to 20 Fenchurch Street Limited Partnership to evidence their procurement of our Renewable Standard electricity 
product. For completeness, it also includes any conventional electricity supply from SmartestEnergy. Numbers in the table are subject to 

rounding. 
 

This label refers only to the sites of 20 Fenchurch Street Limited Partnership that were supplied by SmartestEnergy in the reporting period above 
and is non-transferable. Please refer to your billed account for a full list of sites covered. 

 
Our renewable electricity tariffs, including Renewable Standard, are certified by the Carbon Trust to be compliant with the Greenhouse Gas 

Protocol Scope 2 Guidance so 20 Fenchurch Street Limited Partnership can report zero carbon emissions for purchased electricity when 
reporting using the market-based method. The emissions provided in this label are in CO2, not CO2e. The Greenhouse Gas Protocol Scope 2 

Guidance states that emission factor sets may provide CO2 emission rates, which would not include emission rates for CH4 and N20. 
 

The Carbon Trust Certification is reviewed annually to ensure ongoing compliance. Please refer to the SmartestEnergy website for full details 
of the current certification period. 

 

 

Renewable Standard 19,777 0 



  

Origin of Electricity Supply 
 

  

This Energy Label demonstrates that 

BLUECO LIMITED 

 purchased certified 100% renewable electricity from 

SmartestEnergy for 26 sites for the period: 

01 Apr 2016 to 31 Mar 2017 

 

 

Total electricity supplied: 12,331MWh| Total scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Total radioactive waste: 0kg 

Renewable Standard fuel mix: 

 

Scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Radioactive waste: 0kg 

This label has been provided to Blueco Limited to evidence their procurement of our Renewable Standard electricity product. For 
completeness, it also includes any conventional electricity supply from SmartestEnergy. Numbers in the table are subject to rounding. 

 
This label refers only to the sites of Blueco Limited that were supplied by SmartestEnergy in the reporting period above and is non-transferable. 

Please refer to your billed account for a full list of sites covered. 
 

Our renewable electricity tariffs, including Renewable Standard, are certified by the Carbon Trust to be compliant with the Greenhouse Gas 
Protocol Scope 2 Guidance so Blueco Limited can report zero carbon emissions for purchased electricity when reporting using the market-

based method. The emissions provided in this label are in CO2, not CO2e. The Greenhouse Gas Protocol Scope 2 Guidance states that emission 
factor sets may provide CO2 emission rates, which would not include emission rates for CH4 and N20. 

 
The Carbon Trust Certification is reviewed annually to ensure ongoing compliance. Please refer to the SmartestEnergy website for full details 

of the current certification period. 

 

 

Renewable Standard 12,331 0 



  

Origin of Electricity Supply 
 

  

This Energy Label demonstrates that 

LAND SECURITIES PROPERTIES LIMITED 

 purchased certified 100% renewable electricity from 

SmartestEnergy for 170 sites for the period: 

01 Apr 2016 to 31 Mar 2017 

 

 

Total electricity supplied: 118,821MWh| Total scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Total radioactive waste: 0kg 

Renewable Standard fuel mix: 

 

Scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Radioactive waste: 0kg 

This label has been provided to Land Securities Properties Limited to evidence their procurement of our Renewable Standard electricity 
product. For completeness, it also includes any conventional electricity supply from SmartestEnergy. Numbers in the table are subject to 

rounding. 
 

This label refers only to the sites of Land Securities Properties Limited that were supplied by SmartestEnergy in the reporting period above and is 
non-transferable. Please refer to your billed account for a full list of sites covered. 

 
Our renewable electricity tariffs, including Renewable Standard, are certified by the Carbon Trust to be compliant with the Greenhouse Gas 
Protocol Scope 2 Guidance so Land Securities Properties Limited can report zero carbon emissions for purchased electricity when reporting 

using the market-based method. The emissions provided in this label are in CO2, not CO2e. The Greenhouse Gas Protocol Scope 2 Guidance 
states that emission factor sets may provide CO2 emission rates, which would not include emission rates for CH4 and N20. 

 
The Carbon Trust Certification is reviewed annually to ensure ongoing compliance. Please refer to the SmartestEnergy website for full details 

of the current certification period. 

 

 

Renewable Standard 118,821 0 



  

Origin of Electricity Supply 
 

  

This Energy Label demonstrates that 

LEISURE II (ASHFORD) LIMITED 

 purchased certified 100% renewable electricity from 

SmartestEnergy for 2 sites for the period: 

01 Apr 2016 to 31 Mar 2017 

 

 

Total electricity supplied: 11MWh| Total scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Total radioactive waste: 0kg 

Renewable Standard fuel mix: 

 

Scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Radioactive waste: 0kg 

This label has been provided to Leisure II (Ashford) Limited to evidence their procurement of our Renewable Standard electricity product. For 
completeness, it also includes any conventional electricity supply from SmartestEnergy. Numbers in the table are subject to rounding. 

 
This label refers only to the sites of Leisure II (Ashford) Limited that were supplied by SmartestEnergy in the reporting period above and is non-

transferable. Please refer to your billed account for a full list of sites covered. 
 

Our renewable electricity tariffs, including Renewable Standard, are certified by the Carbon Trust to be compliant with the Greenhouse Gas 
Protocol Scope 2 Guidance so Leisure II (Ashford) Limited can report zero carbon emissions for purchased electricity when reporting using the 

market-based method. The emissions provided in this label are in CO2, not CO2e. The Greenhouse Gas Protocol Scope 2 Guidance states that 
emission factor sets may provide CO2 emission rates, which would not include emission rates for CH4 and N20. 

 
The Carbon Trust Certification is reviewed annually to ensure ongoing compliance. Please refer to the SmartestEnergy website for full details 

of the current certification period. 

 

 

Renewable Standard 11 0 



  

Origin of Electricity Supply 
 

  

This Energy Label demonstrates that 

LEISURE II (MANCHESTER) LTD 

 purchased certified 100% renewable electricity from 

SmartestEnergy for 1 site for the period: 

01 Apr 2016 to 31 Mar 2017 

 

 

Total electricity supplied: 10MWh| Total scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Total radioactive waste: 0kg 

Renewable Standard fuel mix: 

 

Scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Radioactive waste: 0kg 

This label has been provided to Leisure II (Manchester) Ltd to evidence their procurement of our Renewable Standard electricity product. For 
completeness, it also includes any conventional electricity supply from SmartestEnergy. Numbers in the table are subject to rounding. 

 
This label refers only to the sites of Leisure II (Manchester) Ltd that were supplied by SmartestEnergy in the reporting period above and is non-

transferable. Please refer to your billed account for a full list of sites covered. 
 

Our renewable electricity tariffs, including Renewable Standard, are certified by the Carbon Trust to be compliant with the Greenhouse Gas 
Protocol Scope 2 Guidance so Leisure II (Manchester) Ltd can report zero carbon emissions for purchased electricity when reporting using the 
market-based method. The emissions provided in this label are in CO2, not CO2e. The Greenhouse Gas Protocol Scope 2 Guidance states that 

emission factor sets may provide CO2 emission rates, which would not include emission rates for CH4 and N20. 
 

The Carbon Trust Certification is reviewed annually to ensure ongoing compliance. Please refer to the SmartestEnergy website for full details 
of the current certification period. 

 

 

Renewable Standard 10 0 



  

Origin of Electricity Supply 
 

  

This Energy Label demonstrates that 

LEISURE II (NORTH FINCHLEY) LTD 

 purchased certified 100% renewable electricity from 

SmartestEnergy for 2 sites for the period: 

01 Apr 2016 to 31 Mar 2017 

 

 

Total electricity supplied: 56MWh| Total scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Total radioactive waste: 0kg 

Renewable Standard fuel mix: 

 

Scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Radioactive waste: 0kg 

This label has been provided to Leisure II (North Finchley) Ltd to evidence their procurement of our Renewable Standard electricity product. For 
completeness, it also includes any conventional electricity supply from SmartestEnergy. Numbers in the table are subject to rounding. 

 
This label refers only to the sites of Leisure II (North Finchley) Ltd that were supplied by SmartestEnergy in the reporting period above and is non-

transferable. Please refer to your billed account for a full list of sites covered. 
 

Our renewable electricity tariffs, including Renewable Standard, are certified by the Carbon Trust to be compliant with the Greenhouse Gas 
Protocol Scope 2 Guidance so Leisure II (North Finchley) Ltd can report zero carbon emissions for purchased electricity when reporting using the 
market-based method. The emissions provided in this label are in CO2, not CO2e. The Greenhouse Gas Protocol Scope 2 Guidance states that 

emission factor sets may provide CO2 emission rates, which would not include emission rates for CH4 and N20. 
 

The Carbon Trust Certification is reviewed annually to ensure ongoing compliance. Please refer to the SmartestEnergy website for full details 
of the current certification period. 

 

 

Renewable Standard 56 0 



  

Origin of Electricity Supply 
 

  

This Energy Label demonstrates that 

LEISURE II (NORWICH) LTD 

 purchased certified 100% renewable electricity from 

SmartestEnergy for 4 sites for the period: 

01 Apr 2016 to 31 Mar 2017 

 

 

Total electricity supplied: 321MWh| Total scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Total radioactive waste: 0kg 

Renewable Standard fuel mix: 

 

Scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Radioactive waste: 0kg 

This label has been provided to Leisure II (Norwich) Ltd to evidence their procurement of our Renewable Standard electricity product. For 
completeness, it also includes any conventional electricity supply from SmartestEnergy. Numbers in the table are subject to rounding. 

 
This label refers only to the sites of Leisure II (Norwich) Ltd that were supplied by SmartestEnergy in the reporting period above and is non-

transferable. Please refer to your billed account for a full list of sites covered. 
 

Our renewable electricity tariffs, including Renewable Standard, are certified by the Carbon Trust to be compliant with the Greenhouse Gas 
Protocol Scope 2 Guidance so Leisure II (Norwich) Ltd can report zero carbon emissions for purchased electricity when reporting using the 

market-based method. The emissions provided in this label are in CO2, not CO2e. The Greenhouse Gas Protocol Scope 2 Guidance states that 
emission factor sets may provide CO2 emission rates, which would not include emission rates for CH4 and N20. 

 
The Carbon Trust Certification is reviewed annually to ensure ongoing compliance. Please refer to the SmartestEnergy website for full details 

of the current certification period. 

 

 

Renewable Standard 321 0 



  

Origin of Electricity Supply 
 

  

This Energy Label demonstrates that 

LS (EUREKA) LIMITED 

 purchased certified 100% renewable electricity from 

SmartestEnergy for 2 sites for the period: 

01 Jun 2016 to 31 Mar 2017 

 

 

Total electricity supplied: 45MWh| Total scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Total radioactive waste: 0kg 

Renewable Standard fuel mix: 

 

Scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Radioactive waste: 0kg 

This label has been provided to LS (Eureka) Limited to evidence their procurement of our Renewable Standard electricity product. For 
completeness, it also includes any conventional electricity supply from SmartestEnergy. Numbers in the table are subject to rounding. 

 
This label refers only to the sites of LS (Eureka) Limited that were supplied by SmartestEnergy in the reporting period above and is non-

transferable. Please refer to your billed account for a full list of sites covered. 
 

Our renewable electricity tariffs, including Renewable Standard, are certified by the Carbon Trust to be compliant with the Greenhouse Gas 
Protocol Scope 2 Guidance so LS (Eureka) Limited can report zero carbon emissions for purchased electricity when reporting using the market-

based method. The emissions provided in this label are in CO2, not CO2e. The Greenhouse Gas Protocol Scope 2 Guidance states that emission 
factor sets may provide CO2 emission rates, which would not include emission rates for CH4 and N20. 

 
The Carbon Trust Certification is reviewed annually to ensure ongoing compliance. Please refer to the SmartestEnergy website for full details 

of the current certification period. 

 

 

Renewable Standard 45 0 



  

Origin of Electricity Supply 
 

  

This Energy Label demonstrates that 

LS (FOUNTAIN PARK) LIMITED 

 purchased certified 100% renewable electricity from 

SmartestEnergy for 1 site for the period: 

01 Jun 2016 to 31 Mar 2017 

 

 

Total electricity supplied: 851MWh| Total scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Total radioactive waste: 0kg 

Renewable Standard fuel mix: 

 

Scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Radioactive waste: 0kg 

This label has been provided to LS (Fountain Park) Limited to evidence their procurement of our Renewable Standard electricity product. For 
completeness, it also includes any conventional electricity supply from SmartestEnergy. Numbers in the table are subject to rounding. 

 
This label refers only to the sites of LS (Fountain Park) Limited that were supplied by SmartestEnergy in the reporting period above and is non-

transferable. Please refer to your billed account for a full list of sites covered. 
 

Our renewable electricity tariffs, including Renewable Standard, are certified by the Carbon Trust to be compliant with the Greenhouse Gas 
Protocol Scope 2 Guidance so LS (Fountain Park) Limited can report zero carbon emissions for purchased electricity when reporting using the 

market-based method. The emissions provided in this label are in CO2, not CO2e. The Greenhouse Gas Protocol Scope 2 Guidance states that 
emission factor sets may provide CO2 emission rates, which would not include emission rates for CH4 and N20. 

 
The Carbon Trust Certification is reviewed annually to ensure ongoing compliance. Please refer to the SmartestEnergy website for full details 

of the current certification period. 

 

 

Renewable Standard 851 0 



  

Origin of Electricity Supply 
 

  

This Energy Label demonstrates that 

LS (PARRSWOOD) LIMITED 

 purchased certified 100% renewable electricity from 

SmartestEnergy for 1 site for the period: 

01 Jun 2016 to 31 Mar 2017 

 

 

Total electricity supplied: 73MWh| Total scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Total radioactive waste: 0kg 

Renewable Standard fuel mix: 

 

Scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Radioactive waste: 0kg 

This label has been provided to LS (Parrswood) Limited to evidence their procurement of our Renewable Standard electricity product. For 
completeness, it also includes any conventional electricity supply from SmartestEnergy. Numbers in the table are subject to rounding. 

 
This label refers only to the sites of LS (Parrswood) Limited that were supplied by SmartestEnergy in the reporting period above and is non-

transferable. Please refer to your billed account for a full list of sites covered. 
 

Our renewable electricity tariffs, including Renewable Standard, are certified by the Carbon Trust to be compliant with the Greenhouse Gas 
Protocol Scope 2 Guidance so LS (Parrswood) Limited can report zero carbon emissions for purchased electricity when reporting using the 

market-based method. The emissions provided in this label are in CO2, not CO2e. The Greenhouse Gas Protocol Scope 2 Guidance states that 
emission factor sets may provide CO2 emission rates, which would not include emission rates for CH4 and N20. 

 
The Carbon Trust Certification is reviewed annually to ensure ongoing compliance. Please refer to the SmartestEnergy website for full details 

of the current certification period. 

 

 

Renewable Standard 73 0 



  

Origin of Electricity Supply 
 

  

This Energy Label demonstrates that 

PAVILION PROPERTY TRUSTEES LTD (QUEENS LINKS) 

 purchased certified 100% renewable electricity from 

SmartestEnergy for 2 sites for the period: 

01 Apr 2016 to 31 Mar 2017 

 

 

Total electricity supplied: 71MWh| Total scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Total radioactive waste: 0kg 

Renewable Standard fuel mix: 

 

Scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Radioactive waste: 0kg 

This label has been provided to Pavilion Property Trustees Ltd (Queens Links) to evidence their procurement of our Renewable Standard 
electricity product. For completeness, it also includes any conventional electricity supply from SmartestEnergy. Numbers in the table are subject 

to rounding. 
 

This label refers only to the sites of Pavilion Property Trustees Ltd (Queens Links) that were supplied by SmartestEnergy in the reporting period 
above and is non-transferable. Please refer to your billed account for a full list of sites covered. 

 
Our renewable electricity tariffs, including Renewable Standard, are certified by the Carbon Trust to be compliant with the Greenhouse Gas 
Protocol Scope 2 Guidance so Pavilion Property Trustees Ltd (Queens Links) can report zero carbon emissions for purchased electricity when 
reporting using the market-based method. The emissions provided in this label are in CO2, not CO2e. The Greenhouse Gas Protocol Scope 2 

Guidance states that emission factor sets may provide CO2 emission rates, which would not include emission rates for CH4 and N20. 
 

The Carbon Trust Certification is reviewed annually to ensure ongoing compliance. Please refer to the SmartestEnergy website for full details 
of the current certification period. 

 

 

Renewable Standard 71 0 



  

Origin of Electricity Supply 
 

  

This Energy Label demonstrates that 

ST. DAVIDS LIMITED PARTNERSHIP 

 purchased certified 100% renewable electricity from 

SmartestEnergy for 6 sites for the period: 

01 Apr 2016 to 31 Mar 2017 

 

 

Total electricity supplied: 6,003MWh| Total scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Total radioactive waste: 0kg 

Renewable Standard fuel mix: 

 

Scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Radioactive waste: 0kg 

This label has been provided to ST. Davids Limited Partnership to evidence their procurement of our Renewable Standard electricity product. For 
completeness, it also includes any conventional electricity supply from SmartestEnergy. Numbers in the table are subject to rounding. 

 
This label refers only to the sites of ST. Davids Limited Partnership that were supplied by SmartestEnergy in the reporting period above and is non-

transferable. Please refer to your billed account for a full list of sites covered. 
 

Our renewable electricity tariffs, including Renewable Standard, are certified by the Carbon Trust to be compliant with the Greenhouse Gas 
Protocol Scope 2 Guidance so ST. Davids Limited Partnership can report zero carbon emissions for purchased electricity when reporting using 
the market-based method. The emissions provided in this label are in CO2, not CO2e. The Greenhouse Gas Protocol Scope 2 Guidance states 

that emission factor sets may provide CO2 emission rates, which would not include emission rates for CH4 and N20. 
 

The Carbon Trust Certification is reviewed annually to ensure ongoing compliance. Please refer to the SmartestEnergy website for full details 
of the current certification period. 

 

 

Renewable Standard 6,003 0 



  

Origin of Electricity Supply 
 

  

This Energy Label demonstrates that 

WEST INDIA QUAY MANAGEMENT COMPANY LIMITED 

 purchased certified 100% renewable electricity from 

SmartestEnergy for 3 sites for the period: 

01 Apr 2016 to 31 Mar 2017 

 

 

Total electricity supplied: 246MWh| Total scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Total radioactive waste: 0kg 

Renewable Standard fuel mix: 

 

Scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Radioactive waste: 0kg 

This label has been provided to West India Quay Management Company Limited to evidence their procurement of our Renewable Standard 
electricity product. For completeness, it also includes any conventional electricity supply from SmartestEnergy. Numbers in the table are subject 

to rounding. 
 

This label refers only to the sites of West India Quay Management Company Limited that were supplied by SmartestEnergy in the reporting 
period above and is non-transferable. Please refer to your billed account for a full list of sites covered. 

 
Our renewable electricity tariffs, including Renewable Standard, are certified by the Carbon Trust to be compliant with the Greenhouse Gas 
Protocol Scope 2 Guidance so West India Quay Management Company Limited can report zero carbon emissions for purchased electricity 
when reporting using the market-based method. The emissions provided in this label are in CO2, not CO2e. The Greenhouse Gas Protocol 

Scope 2 Guidance states that emission factor sets may provide CO2 emission rates, which would not include emission rates for CH4 and N20. 
 

The Carbon Trust Certification is reviewed annually to ensure ongoing compliance. Please refer to the SmartestEnergy website for full details 
of the current certification period. 

 

 

Renewable Standard 246 0 



  

Origin of Electricity Supply 
 

  

This Energy Label demonstrates that 

WESTGATE OXFORD ALLIANCE LIMITED PARTNERSHIP 

 purchased certified 100% renewable electricity from 

SmartestEnergy for 8 sites for the period: 

01 Jun 2016 to 31 Mar 2017 

 

 

Total electricity supplied: 43MWh| Total scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Total radioactive waste: 0kg 

Renewable Standard fuel mix: 

 

Scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Radioactive waste: 0kg 

This label has been provided to Westgate Oxford Alliance Limited Partnership to evidence their procurement of our Renewable Standard 
electricity product. For completeness, it also includes any conventional electricity supply from SmartestEnergy. Numbers in the table are subject 

to rounding. 
 

This label refers only to the sites of Westgate Oxford Alliance Limited Partnership that were supplied by SmartestEnergy in the reporting period 
above and is non-transferable. Please refer to your billed account for a full list of sites covered. 

 
Our renewable electricity tariffs, including Renewable Standard, are certified by the Carbon Trust to be compliant with the Greenhouse Gas 

Protocol Scope 2 Guidance so Westgate Oxford Alliance Limited Partnership can report zero carbon emissions for purchased electricity when 
reporting using the market-based method. The emissions provided in this label are in CO2, not CO2e. The Greenhouse Gas Protocol Scope 2 

Guidance states that emission factor sets may provide CO2 emission rates, which would not include emission rates for CH4 and N20. 
 

The Carbon Trust Certification is reviewed annually to ensure ongoing compliance. Please refer to the SmartestEnergy website for full details 
of the current certification period. 

 

 

 

Renewable Standard 43 0 



  

Origin of Electricity Supply 
 

  

This Energy Label demonstrates that 

X-LEISURE (BENTLEY BRIDGE) LIMITED 

 purchased certified 100% renewable electricity from 

SmartestEnergy for 2 sites for the period: 

01 Apr 2016 to 31 Mar 2017 

 

 

Total electricity supplied: 76MWh| Total scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Total radioactive waste: 0kg 

Renewable Standard fuel mix: 

 

Scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Radioactive waste: 0kg 

This label has been provided to X-Leisure (Bentley Bridge) Limited to evidence their procurement of our Renewable Standard electricity 
product. For completeness, it also includes any conventional electricity supply from SmartestEnergy. Numbers in the table are subject to 

rounding. 
 

This label refers only to the sites of X-Leisure (Bentley Bridge) Limited that were supplied by SmartestEnergy in the reporting period above and is 
non-transferable. Please refer to your billed account for a full list of sites covered. 

 
Our renewable electricity tariffs, including Renewable Standard, are certified by the Carbon Trust to be compliant with the Greenhouse Gas 
Protocol Scope 2 Guidance so X-Leisure (Bentley Bridge) Limited can report zero carbon emissions for purchased electricity when reporting 

using the market-based method. The emissions provided in this label are in CO2, not CO2e. The Greenhouse Gas Protocol Scope 2 Guidance 
states that emission factor sets may provide CO2 emission rates, which would not include emission rates for CH4 and N20. 

 
The Carbon Trust Certification is reviewed annually to ensure ongoing compliance. Please refer to the SmartestEnergy website for full details 

of the current certification period. 

 

 

Renewable Standard 76 0 



  

Origin of Electricity Supply 
 

  

This Energy Label demonstrates that 

X-LEISURE (BOLDON) LIMITED 

 purchased certified 100% renewable electricity from 

SmartestEnergy for 1 site for the period: 

01 Apr 2016 to 31 Mar 2017 

 

 

Total electricity supplied: 70MWh| Total scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Total radioactive waste: 0kg 

Renewable Standard fuel mix: 

 

Scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Radioactive waste: 0kg 

This label has been provided to X-Leisure (Boldon) Limited to evidence their procurement of our Renewable Standard electricity product. For 
completeness, it also includes any conventional electricity supply from SmartestEnergy. Numbers in the table are subject to rounding. 

 
This label refers only to the sites of X-Leisure (Boldon) Limited that were supplied by SmartestEnergy in the reporting period above and is non-

transferable. Please refer to your billed account for a full list of sites covered. 
 

Our renewable electricity tariffs, including Renewable Standard, are certified by the Carbon Trust to be compliant with the Greenhouse Gas 
Protocol Scope 2 Guidance so X-Leisure (Boldon) Limited can report zero carbon emissions for purchased electricity when reporting using the 

market-based method. The emissions provided in this label are in CO2, not CO2e. The Greenhouse Gas Protocol Scope 2 Guidance states that 
emission factor sets may provide CO2 emission rates, which would not include emission rates for CH4 and N20. 

 
The Carbon Trust Certification is reviewed annually to ensure ongoing compliance. Please refer to the SmartestEnergy website for full details 

of the current certification period. 

 

 

Renewable Standard 70 0 



  

Origin of Electricity Supply 
 

  

This Energy Label demonstrates that 

X-LEISURE (BRIGHTON II) LIMITED 

 purchased certified 100% renewable electricity from 

SmartestEnergy for 13 sites for the period: 

01 Apr 2016 to 31 Mar 2017 

 

 

Total electricity supplied: 1,867MWh| Total scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Total radioactive waste: 0kg 

Renewable Standard fuel mix: 

 

Scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Radioactive waste: 0kg 

This label has been provided to X-Leisure (Brighton II) Limited to evidence their procurement of our Renewable Standard electricity product. For 
completeness, it also includes any conventional electricity supply from SmartestEnergy. Numbers in the table are subject to rounding. 

 
This label refers only to the sites of X-Leisure (Brighton II) Limited that were supplied by SmartestEnergy in the reporting period above and is non-

transferable. Please refer to your billed account for a full list of sites covered. 
 

Our renewable electricity tariffs, including Renewable Standard, are certified by the Carbon Trust to be compliant with the Greenhouse Gas 
Protocol Scope 2 Guidance so X-Leisure (Brighton II) Limited can report zero carbon emissions for purchased electricity when reporting using the 
market-based method. The emissions provided in this label are in CO2, not CO2e. The Greenhouse Gas Protocol Scope 2 Guidance states that 

emission factor sets may provide CO2 emission rates, which would not include emission rates for CH4 and N20. 
 

The Carbon Trust Certification is reviewed annually to ensure ongoing compliance. Please refer to the SmartestEnergy website for full details 
of the current certification period. 

 

 

Renewable Standard 1,867 0 



  

Origin of Electricity Supply 
 

  

This Energy Label demonstrates that 

X-LEISURE (CAMBRIDGE II) LIMITED 

 purchased certified 100% renewable electricity from 

SmartestEnergy for 3 sites for the period: 

01 Apr 2016 to 31 Mar 2017 

 

 

Total electricity supplied: 443MWh| Total scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Total radioactive waste: 0kg 

Renewable Standard fuel mix: 

 

Scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Radioactive waste: 0kg 

This label has been provided to X-leisure (Cambridge II) Limited to evidence their procurement of our Renewable Standard electricity product. 
For completeness, it also includes any conventional electricity supply from SmartestEnergy. Numbers in the table are subject to rounding. 

 
This label refers only to the sites of X-leisure (Cambridge II) Limited that were supplied by SmartestEnergy in the reporting period above and is 

non-transferable. Please refer to your billed account for a full list of sites covered. 
 

Our renewable electricity tariffs, including Renewable Standard, are certified by the Carbon Trust to be compliant with the Greenhouse Gas 
Protocol Scope 2 Guidance so X-leisure (Cambridge II) Limited can report zero carbon emissions for purchased electricity when reporting using 
the market-based method. The emissions provided in this label are in CO2, not CO2e. The Greenhouse Gas Protocol Scope 2 Guidance states 

that emission factor sets may provide CO2 emission rates, which would not include emission rates for CH4 and N20. 
 

The Carbon Trust Certification is reviewed annually to ensure ongoing compliance. Please refer to the SmartestEnergy website for full details 
of the current certification period. 

 

 

Renewable Standard 443 0 



  

Origin of Electricity Supply 
 

  

This Energy Label demonstrates that 

X-LEISURE (EDINBURGH) LIMITED 

 purchased certified 100% renewable electricity from 

SmartestEnergy for 1 site for the period: 

01 Apr 2016 to 31 Mar 2017 

 

 

Total electricity supplied: 161MWh| Total scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Total radioactive waste: 0kg 

Renewable Standard fuel mix: 

 

Scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Radioactive waste: 0kg 

This label has been provided to X-Leisure (Edinburgh) Limited to evidence their procurement of our Renewable Standard electricity product. For 
completeness, it also includes any conventional electricity supply from SmartestEnergy. Numbers in the table are subject to rounding. 

 
This label refers only to the sites of X-Leisure (Edinburgh) Limited that were supplied by SmartestEnergy in the reporting period above and is non-

transferable. Please refer to your billed account for a full list of sites covered. 
 

Our renewable electricity tariffs, including Renewable Standard, are certified by the Carbon Trust to be compliant with the Greenhouse Gas 
Protocol Scope 2 Guidance so X-Leisure (Edinburgh) Limited can report zero carbon emissions for purchased electricity when reporting using 

the market-based method. The emissions provided in this label are in CO2, not CO2e. The Greenhouse Gas Protocol Scope 2 Guidance states 
that emission factor sets may provide CO2 emission rates, which would not include emission rates for CH4 and N20. 

 
The Carbon Trust Certification is reviewed annually to ensure ongoing compliance. Please refer to the SmartestEnergy website for full details 

of the current certification period. 

 

 

Renewable Standard 161 0 



  

Origin of Electricity Supply 
 

  

This Energy Label demonstrates that 

X-LEISURE (LEEDS I) LIMITED 

 purchased certified 100% renewable electricity from 

SmartestEnergy for 2 sites for the period: 

01 Apr 2016 to 31 Mar 2017 

 

 

Total electricity supplied: 10MWh| Total scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Total radioactive waste: 0kg 

Renewable Standard fuel mix: 

 

Scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Radioactive waste: 0kg 

This label has been provided to X-Leisure (Leeds I) Limited to evidence their procurement of our Renewable Standard electricity product. For 
completeness, it also includes any conventional electricity supply from SmartestEnergy. Numbers in the table are subject to rounding. 

 
This label refers only to the sites of X-Leisure (Leeds I) Limited that were supplied by SmartestEnergy in the reporting period above and is non-

transferable. Please refer to your billed account for a full list of sites covered. 
 

Our renewable electricity tariffs, including Renewable Standard, are certified by the Carbon Trust to be compliant with the Greenhouse Gas 
Protocol Scope 2 Guidance so X-Leisure (Leeds I) Limited can report zero carbon emissions for purchased electricity when reporting using the 

market-based method. The emissions provided in this label are in CO2, not CO2e. The Greenhouse Gas Protocol Scope 2 Guidance states that 
emission factor sets may provide CO2 emission rates, which would not include emission rates for CH4 and N20. 

 
The Carbon Trust Certification is reviewed annually to ensure ongoing compliance. Please refer to the SmartestEnergy website for full details 

of the current certification period. 

 

 

Renewable Standard 10 0 



  

Origin of Electricity Supply 
 

  

This Energy Label demonstrates that 

X-LEISURE (POOLE) LIMITED 

 purchased certified 100% renewable electricity from 

SmartestEnergy for 6 sites for the period: 

01 Apr 2016 to 31 Mar 2017 

 

 

Total electricity supplied: 173MWh| Total scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Total radioactive waste: 0kg 

Renewable Standard fuel mix: 

 

Scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Radioactive waste: 0kg 

This label has been provided to X-Leisure (Poole) Limited to evidence their procurement of our Renewable Standard electricity product. For 
completeness, it also includes any conventional electricity supply from SmartestEnergy. Numbers in the table are subject to rounding. 

 
This label refers only to the sites of X-Leisure (Poole) Limited that were supplied by SmartestEnergy in the reporting period above and is non-

transferable. Please refer to your billed account for a full list of sites covered. 
 

Our renewable electricity tariffs, including Renewable Standard, are certified by the Carbon Trust to be compliant with the Greenhouse Gas 
Protocol Scope 2 Guidance so X-Leisure (Poole) Limited can report zero carbon emissions for purchased electricity when reporting using the 

market-based method. The emissions provided in this label are in CO2, not CO2e. The Greenhouse Gas Protocol Scope 2 Guidance states that 
emission factor sets may provide CO2 emission rates, which would not include emission rates for CH4 and N20. 

 
The Carbon Trust Certification is reviewed annually to ensure ongoing compliance. Please refer to the SmartestEnergy website for full details 

of the current certification period. 

 

 

Renewable Standard 173 0 



  

Origin of Electricity Supply 
 

  

This Energy Label demonstrates that 

XSCAPE CASTLEFORD LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP 

 purchased certified 100% renewable electricity from 

SmartestEnergy for 2 sites for the period: 

01 Apr 2016 to 31 Mar 2017 

 

 

Total electricity supplied: 1,417MWh| Total scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Total radioactive waste: 0kg 

Renewable Standard fuel mix: 

 

Scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Radioactive waste: 0kg 

This label has been provided to Xscape Castleford Limited Liability Partnership to evidence their procurement of our Renewable Standard 
electricity product. For completeness, it also includes any conventional electricity supply from SmartestEnergy. Numbers in the table are subject 

to rounding. 
 

This label refers only to the sites of Xscape Castleford Limited Liability Partnership that were supplied by SmartestEnergy in the reporting period 
above and is non-transferable. Please refer to your billed account for a full list of sites covered. 

 
Our renewable electricity tariffs, including Renewable Standard, are certified by the Carbon Trust to be compliant with the Greenhouse Gas 

Protocol Scope 2 Guidance so Xscape Castleford Limited Liability Partnership can report zero carbon emissions for purchased electricity when 
reporting using the market-based method. The emissions provided in this label are in CO2, not CO2e. The Greenhouse Gas Protocol Scope 2 

Guidance states that emission factor sets may provide CO2 emission rates, which would not include emission rates for CH4 and N20. 
 

The Carbon Trust Certification is reviewed annually to ensure ongoing compliance. Please refer to the SmartestEnergy website for full details 
of the current certification period. 

 

 

Renewable Standard 1,417 0 



  

Origin of Electricity Supply 
 

  

This Energy Label demonstrates that 

XSCAPE MILTON KEYNES LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP 

 purchased certified 100% renewable electricity from 

SmartestEnergy for 4 sites for the period: 

01 Apr 2016 to 31 Mar 2017 

 

 

Total electricity supplied: 1,145MWh| Total scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Total radioactive waste: 0kg 

Renewable Standard fuel mix: 

 

Scope 2 emissions: 0kgCO2 | Radioactive waste: 0kg 

This label has been provided to Xscape Milton Keynes Limited Liability Partnership to evidence their procurement of our Renewable Standard 
electricity product. For completeness, it also includes any conventional electricity supply from SmartestEnergy. Numbers in the table are subject 

to rounding. 
 

This label refers only to the sites of Xscape Milton Keynes Limited Liability Partnership that were supplied by SmartestEnergy in the reporting 
period above and is non-transferable. Please refer to your billed account for a full list of sites covered. 

 
Our renewable electricity tariffs, including Renewable Standard, are certified by the Carbon Trust to be compliant with the Greenhouse Gas 
Protocol Scope 2 Guidance so Xscape Milton Keynes Limited Liability Partnership can report zero carbon emissions for purchased electricity 
when reporting using the market-based method. The emissions provided in this label are in CO2, not CO2e. The Greenhouse Gas Protocol 

Scope 2 Guidance states that emission factor sets may provide CO2 emission rates, which would not include emission rates for CH4 and N20. 
 

The Carbon Trust Certification is reviewed annually to ensure ongoing compliance. Please refer to the SmartestEnergy website for full details 
of the current certification period. 

 

 

Renewable Standard 1,145 0 
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